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One Stop, No 
Hassle

Ten years ago, a group of enthusiastic and 
experienced professionals took the responsibility to 
provide its customers with custom logistic solutions. 
Our genuine commitment and dedication took 
AGOL to a global scale.

At AGOL, we provide our customers with tailored and 
specialized solutions for all their logistics needs. Our 
expert, personalized, and efficient service has made 
possible the hassle-free movement of your 
high-value IT and Telecom goods all across the 
globe. At AGOL, we deal in a wide variety of logistic 
solutions to cater to your needs, and you can keep 
up with the global supply and demand balance.

GET YOUR SHIPMENT 
DELIVERED 5X FASTER

REAL TIME TRACKING 
AND EXTENSIVE INSIGHT 
ON YOUR DELIVERY

TOGETHER, WE HAVE 
YOUR LOGISTICAL 
CHALLENGES COVERED

We are excellent at what we do. 
A talent pool of experienced, 
well-trained logisticians 
provides the key driver to 
sustainable, consistent, and 
quality execution. We build 
meaningful relationships with 
our customers.

We strive to understand what 
they need, what their price 
points are, and what’s 
important to them and their 
customers.
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About Us
WE ARE THE NEW LEADERS IN TIME CRITICAL 
SHIPPING SOLUTIONS

AGOL Worldwide is an international logistics 
company and a tenacious industry player 
specializing in urgent logistics of 
telecommunication equipment, precision parts, 
networking, broadcasting equipment, 
automotive parts and aviation parts.

An American-based company, AGOL Worldwide 
is the brainchild of a group of young talented 
logisticians and entrepreneurs with years of 
experience in the industry creating a new 
generation of logistics.

To deliver inventive, customer-oriented logistics 
solutions that bring value and add up to the growth of 
our customers.

Mission

Our vision is to be the leading logistics service provider to 
support all aspects of your logistics needs. 

With our focus on the IT and Telecom sector, we have 
specialized solutions tailored to your needs and 
requirements. We have a wide span of experience in 
handling IT and Telecom equipment across the globe.

From OEM to end buyers, we also provide custom 
compliance solutions.

Vision



Featured
Services

O N  B O A R D  C O U R I E R
Urgent and sensitive shipments require both speed and reliable handling. 
This is where AGOL OBC (On-Board Courier) service comes into play. We at 
AGOL are specialized in handling such shipments and take full responsibility 
for your time-critical shipments.
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I M P O R T E R  O F  R E C O R D
International trade and IOR logistics are complex and involve highly 
specialized hands to deal with in every country. AGOL IOR is a one-stop 
solution where you will get hassle-free importer solutions.
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D E D I C A T E D  G R O U N D
In today’s fast and technologically advancing world expedited delivery is 
becoming a need. Industries are looking forward to more customized 
solutions to cater to their needs. AGOL Dedicated Ground service is destined 
to provide you with a dedicated solution for all your ground deliveries.
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N E X T  F L I G H T  O U T
NFO is the express courier service and the fastest way to ship your package 
worldwide. There are thousands of commercial flights every day and we 
make effective use of them to deliver your time-sensitive cargo.
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A I R  C H A R T E R
AGOL Air charters is a dedicated service to facilitate the safe handling of your 
fragile and sensitive cargo. We have a team of professionals who can create 
the best optimal plan for your dedicated air cargo needs.
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KeyFeatures
Fast turn around time for all inquiries and 
quotes. Most quotes are answered within 30 
minutes or less.

RAPID RESPONSE

24/7 365 days a year dedicated support. Online 
and call center.

DEDICATED SUPPORT

Worldwide coverage for On-board-courier 
service. International Customs Knowledge.

WORLDWIDE

Your trusted partner in 120+ countries.
• CTPAT Approved
• WCA Time Critical 

TRUSTED



Mexico is one of the most important countries when it comes to the usage of on board courier 
services for time-critical shipments, and the automotive industry is one of the strongest sectors. 
The country offers an attractive environment for automotive manufacturers and suppliers, 
leading to a competitive advantage for many international companies in this industry.

In Mexico, the demand for flexible logistic solutions to transport time-critical components and 
spare parts is increasing, evidential in Chapman Freeborn OBC’s rise in daily enquiries from 
automotive companies to transport from Mexico to the United States.

The most important hubs for OBC shipments are Mexico City (MEX), Querétaro (QRO), Del Bajío 
(BJX), Chihuahua (CUU), and Monterrey (MTY) in the north of the country.

        The following case study shows an OBC transport for time-critical spare parts

17:00 The OBC team receives a telephone enquiry for the transport of important spare parts for 
automotive production from Guadalajara, México (GDL) to an automotive plant in Detroit. The 
freight consists of 48 packages (45 kilograms each) and must be collected within 3 hours.

17:15 The client receives a detailed quote for the shipment 15 minutes after the incoming order. 
After the clients approval, the OBC team book the flight tickets and additional ground modes of 
transport.

20:00 The Chapman Freeborn courier accepts the delivery in Mexico and starts his journey. 
Chapman Freeborn couriers are are strategically located throughout the world; this way, 
Chapman Freeborn can appoint the courier in the closest location. This saves valuable time for 
the customer.

03:00 The courier arrives at Guadalajara airport (GDL) and completes export formalities for the 
shipment.

06:37 The flight departs on time on its way to the United States.

08:50 During the transit to Houston the courier clears the shipment with the provided entry 
number provided by the client. Afterwards, the courier passes the check-in for the connecting 
flight to Detroit.

Case Study: 
Mexico

Mexico, a key market for automotive shipments

COST EFFECTIVE

$

SECURE TIME CRITICAL



E Q U I P M E N T  T Y P E :
IT Servers and Server Rack
AGOL Worldwide is a top choice of IT and Telecom companies for import services around the globe.
A challenge was issued to import IT servers into the United Arab Emirates (UAE) worth USD 50 Million 
from a customer needing an experience reliable partner. AGOL was also selected as the Importer of 
Record (IOR) and tasked with managing all the compliance requirements into the UAE. Additionally, 
AGOL was given the task to manage the entire project “door to door” all the way to the data centers.

Project Details
Our client is a renowned manufacturer and 
developer of computer hardware and software. A 
new project was undertaken to upgrade an existing 
enterprise level data center in the UAE. This project 
was initiated to upgrade the full package of a small 
section of an enterprise-level data center.

These servers needed to be custom-built, so AGOL 
faced a big challenge in sourcing all the equipment 
from different geographical locations. All the 
equipment was sourced and shipped from multiple 
global locations into the UAE in just forty-five days. 
Completing this project before the deadline was 
crucial for the successful completion of the project; 
challenge accepted!

Challenges
Servers are built using different components that 
include, storage devices, processing devices, 
networking devices, and communication devices. 
All these are mounted and wired on a rack to 
complete the server build. All the devices were 
sourced across the globe and shipped to one 
location for assembly. Once assembly was done 
the built servers were shipped to the data center in 
the UAE.

A single server rack is almost 2m high and requires 
special cargo handling. Complexities like these 
contribute to delays in processing. The compliance 
process is also more complicated with custom 
products as customs officials are unfamiliar with 
their values and purpose.

Handling
At AGOL Worldwide the project management 
team worked closely with eight resellers in 
planning the project milestones within the project 
deadline. All the compliance fulfillment was done 
on priority and before the arrival of goods into the 
UAE. Maintaining 100% efficiency AGOL managed 
to import the goods in compliance with all the 
local regulations. A special handling team was in 
place to manage the handling of the goods at the 
airport all the way to the data center. With our 
experienced AGOL Worldwide team in place the 
safety and security was ensured all the way to 
the data center.

Completion
AGOL Worldwide was honored to be selected as 
the first choice to manage such an important 
project with such a critical deadline and was able 
to exceed our customers’ expectations. AGOL 
thrives in helping customers in such a complex 
and competitive environment. AGOL’s ability to 
set proper expectations in collaboration with the 
many vendors for this project ensured every 
participant knew the lead times and costs 
upfront. We believe in under promising and over 
delivering to ensure every customer is pleased 
with the results of every project, every time!

COST EFFECTIVE

$

SECURE TIME CRITICAL

Consult our AGOL IOR Experts to see how we can Manage your Shipments to Anywhere on the Planet.



Email
timecritical@agolworldwide.com

Phone
+1 (305) 728-1742
+1 (877) 269-AGOL (Toll Free Number)

Website
www.agolworldwide.com

Looking for a reliable 
logistics partner?


